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Background:  The  mechanisms  by which  behavioral  therapies  for  substance  use  disorders  (SUDs)  exert
their  effects  and  the  components  of  treatment  that  contribute  most  to  substance  use  outcome  remain
unclear.  Disruptions  to  aspects  of impulse  control  and  attention  have  been  hypothesized  to contribute  to
the  development  and  maintenance  of  addiction;  moreover,  alterations  in  these  processes  may  underlie
responses  to  treatment.
Methods: Individuals  participating  in  a randomized  clinical  trial  evaluating  computer-assisted  cognitive
behavioral  therapy  (CBT)  for substance  abuse  participated  in  fMRI  Stroop  before  and  after  treatment.  A
non-substance-using  comparison  group  performed  the  same  task  under  test–retest  conditions.
ddiction
mpulsivity
ognitive control
ognitive behavioral therapy

Results:  The  patient  group  demonstrated  decreased  Stroop-related  BOLD  signal  in regions  including  the
anterior  cingulate,  inferior  frontal  gyrus  and  midbrain  at post-treatment  relative  to  pre-treatment,  and
displayed  a  greater  decrease  in the  subthalamic  nucleus  and  surrounding  regions  compared  to  healthy
controls  following  test–retest.
Conclusions:  Behavioral  therapies  may  be  associated  with  reduction  in substance  use  and  effects  on  neural

itive  
systems  involved  in  cogn

. Introduction

While substance use may  initially be primarily motivated by
he acute reinforcing experience of the substance, progression to
ddiction is characterized by diminished behavioral control and
abitual use despite negative consequences (APA, 2000). Although
ultiple behavioral therapies have demonstrated efficacy in treat-

ng substance use disorders (SUDs: Dutra et al., 2008), the factors
hat determine whether individuals will achieve abstinence and
void relapse and the mechanisms underlying effective behavioral
reatments for SUDs remain incompletely understood. The mecha-
ism of therapeutic efficacy is likely to depend upon the behavioral

herapy employed. For instance, cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)
s based on the premise that learning processes contribute to addic-
ion (Carroll, 1998). CBT encourages patients to recognize and avoid

� Supplementary material can be found by accessing the online version of this
aper at http://dx.doi.org. Please see Appendix A for more information.
∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Psychiatry, Yale University School of
edicine, Connecticut Mental Health Center, 34 Park Street, New Haven, CT 06519,
nited States. Tel.: +1 203 737 4882; fax: +1 203 737 3591.

E-mail addresses: elise.devito@yale.edu, elisedevito@yahoo.com (E.E. DeVito).
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control,  impulsivity,  motivation  and  attention.
© 2011 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

situations where they may  be likely to use substances and to use
coping strategies to resist drug use and temporize their behavior
(Carroll, 1998; Kiluk et al., 2010).

Therapeutic efficacy across forms of treatment may relate to
action on one or more mechanisms proposed to contribute to addic-
tion (e.g., attenuated drug-induced craving, improved impulse
control). Several theories emphasize potential roles for attentional
biases to drug-related stimuli coupled with poor impulse control
in the development and maintenance of addiction (e.g., Everitt and
Robbins, 2005; Jentsch and Taylor, 1999; Robinson and Berridge,
1993, 2008; Volkow et al., 2002). Acute administration of drugs
of abuse, including cocaine, alcohol and marijuana, induces pha-
sic dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens (NAc; Hungund
et al., 2003; Tanda et al., 1997) which contributes to drugs’ rein-
forcing properties, including the subjective ‘high’ (Di  Chiara and
Imperato, 1988; Taylor and Robbins, 1984). Endogenous phasic
dopamine release in the NAc is also critically involved in associative
learning processes and imbuing stimuli with motivational salience
(Everitt and Robbins, 2005; Robinson and Berridge, 2008). Repeated

drug administration may  potentiate associative learning of drug-
relevant stimuli resulting in a stronger ‘impulse’ to take the drug
(Jentsch and Taylor, 1999) or enhance incentive motivation of drug-
related stimuli (i.e., drug “wanting”) through long-term changes in

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2011.10.002
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03768716
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/drugalcdep
http://dx.doi.org/
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Table 1
Sample characteristics.

Demographics SUD HC

Total N (female N) 12 (5) 12 (7)
Age, mean years (SD) 37.2 (9.5) 31.0 (8.6)
Race/ethnicity % (N)

White 25.0 (3) 75.0 (9)
Black 50.0 (6) 16.7 (2)
Asian 25.0 (3) 8.3 (1)
Hispanic ethnicity 25.0 (3) 8.3 (1)

Education level % (N)
Partial high school 25.0 (3) 0.0 (0)
High school completed 41.7 (5) 16.7 (2)
Partial college 25.0 (3) 33.3 (4)
College completed 8.3 (1) 50.0 (6)

Shipley IQ mean (SD) * 86.3 (14.3) 101.1 (11.1)
Days between fMRI sessions* 84.4 (41.5) 137.4 (29.4)

SD: standard deviation; %: percent of group; N: number of subjects; SUD: substance
E.E. DeVito et al. / Drug and Alco

ell functioning (‘incentive sensitization’) within circuits responsi-
le for regulating incentive salience (Robinson and Berridge, 2008).
everal mechanisms could result in an attentional bias towards
he drug and drug-related stimuli at the expense of other reward
ues (Torregrossa et al., 2011), possibly contributing to clinically
bserved neglect of other ‘natural’ rewards in favor of drug-seeking,
nd vulnerability to relapse in the presence of drug-associated
ues.

Converging lines of evidence support a role for impulsivity
n addiction; consistently, impulsivity has been proposed as a
otential target for treatments of addiction (Moeller et al., 2001).
oor response inhibition has been proposed to contribute to the
iminished control over drug-taking characteristic of addiction
Bechara, 2005; Jentsch and Taylor, 1999; Volkow et al., 2004).
rug-dependent individuals perform ‘impulsively’ on laboratory

asks (Garavan et al., 2008) and display functional and structural
bnormalities in brain regions essential to response inhibition (e.g.,
nferior frontal gyrus (IFG); Aron and Poldrack, 2006) and cog-
itive control (e.g., anterior cingulate cortex (ACC); dorsolateral
refrontal cortex (dlPFC); Bechara, 2005; Bolla et al., 2004; Carter
nd van Veen, 2007; Liu et al., 1998; Stapleton et al., 1995; Volkow
t al., 2004). Higher impulsivity and riskier decision-making on lab-
ratory tasks prior to treatment have been associated with greater
everity of substance dependence and poorer treatment outcome
Carroll et al., 2011; Krishnan-Sarin et al., 2007; Moeller et al., 2001).
n rodent models of addiction, impulsivity is associated with vul-
erability to transition from controlled drug self-administration to
he compulsive drug-taking characteristic of addiction (Belin et al.,
008) and with higher frequency of relapse (Economidou et al.,
009).

The Stroop color-word interference task, a well-validated mea-
ure of cognitive control (MacLeod, 1991), may  be particularly
elevant in the study of addiction as it incorporates response inhi-
ition and selective attention processes (Carpenter et al., 2006).
n cocaine-dependent individuals, Stroop task performance is sen-
itive to cognitive impairments during abstinence, improves with
cute cocaine administration and relates to substance abuse treat-
ent outcome (Bolla et al., 2000; Brewer et al., 2008; Carpenter

t al., 2006; Streeter et al., 2008). For instance, in cocaine-
ependent individuals prior to treatment, Stroop-related brain
ctivity in regions implicated in response inhibition (right inferior
rontal gyrus (rIFG); Aron and Poldrack, 2006), risky decision-

aking (ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC); Clark et al., 2004)
nd associative learning (striatum; McClure et al., 2003) has been
ssociated with cocaine-use outcomes after behavioral treatments
Brewer et al., 2008).

To build upon these findings and investigate behavioral ther-
pies’ potential influences on cognitive functioning, the current
tudy assessed how Stroop-related regional brain activity changes
ollowing 8-weeks of behavioral treatment. Several previous stud-
es have combined behavioral therapies with neuroimaging to
nvestigate other psychiatric disorders (e.g., Frewen et al., 2008;
iegle et al., 2006) or to identify pre-treatment fMRI measures
ssociated with SUD treatment outcome (Brewer et al., 2008),
nd studies have investigated changes following group counselling
or tobacco dependence in terms of regional cerebral blood flow
Costello et al., 2009) and smoking-induced changes in intrasy-
aptic dopamine concentration (Brody et al., 2010). However, to
ur knowledge this is the first assessment of how functional brain
ctivity changes before and after behavioral therapies in individuals
ith other SUDs.

First, we hypothesized that following a course of behavioral

herapy for SUDs, patients would show improved functional effi-
iency in regions implicated in cognitive control (dlPFC, ACC),
esponse inhibition (rIFG) and reward-related-learning (midbrain,
triatum). Second, we hypothesized that these changes would differ
use  disorder patient group; HC: healthy control group.
* Statistically significant (p < 0.05) differences between the healthy control and

patient groups.

from those in healthy control (HC) subjects’ test/retest perfor-
mance.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

2.1.1. Patients from a randomized clinical trial (RCT). Treatment-seeking, substance-
dependent individuals involved in an RCT of computer-assisted CBT were invited
to participate in this study prior to treatment (Carroll et al., 2008). In the RCT (see
full description (Carroll et al., 2008)), participants were randomly assigned to eight
weeks of treatment as usual (TAU) in a community-based outpatient drug treat-
ment program consisting of weekly individual plus group sessions (SUDTAU) or TAU
supplemented by twice-weekly access to a multimedia computer-assisted version
of  CBT (SUDCBT).

Participants included in the RCT were English-speaking adults who  met  current
DSM-IV criteria for substance dependence as determined by the Structured Clinical
Interview for DSM-IV (SCID; First et al., 1996), had used the substance in the previ-
ous 28 days, could commit to completing 8 weeks of treatment, and did not have an
untreated psychotic disorder that precluded outpatient treatment. RCT participants
were not invited to participate in the fMRI study component if pregnant, breastfeed-
ing, left-handed or color-blind. Of 73 patients initiating the RCT, 12 were eligible for,
opted to participate in, and completed the pre- and post-treatment fMRI protocol
components (6 SUDCBT, 6 SUDTAU). Given the limited sample size, results should be
viewed as preliminary.

2.1.2. Healthy control subjects. Twelve healthy control (HC) subjects were recruited
from the local community using advertisements (e.g., newspaper, internet) and
were 18–50 years old, right-handed and excluded for current medical illness (e.g.,
diabetes, medicated high blood pressure), prescription medications (except birth
control pills), color-blindness or pregnancy. HCs had no current or history of Axis
I  psychiatric disorder, illicit drug use, alcohol abuse or dependence based on the
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders Non-patient Edition (First
et al., 2007).

All participants provided written informed consent as approved by the Yale
University School of Medicine Human  Investigations Committee.

2.2. Study protocol

All participants underwent two  fMRI sessions, spaced at least two  months apart.
Patients completed fMRI sessions prior to starting and following completion of treat-
ment. HCs performed test/retest scans without treatment. Shipley Institute of Living
Scale (SILS) measured estimated IQ (Zachary, 1991). During treatment, patients were
asked to submit urine samples for toxicology screens twice weekly.

2.2.1. fMRI task. Participants performed six runs of the event-related fMRI Stroop
color-word interference task (Brewer et al., 2008) and were asked to silently name
the ink color of congruent or incongruent color-word pairs (e.g., ‘red’ written in red
(congruent) or blue (incongruent) ink). Runs consisted of 105 stimuli, presented for
1300 ms,  with an inter-trial interval of 350 ms,  including seven incongruent events

which were presented pseudo-randomly every 13–16 congruent stimuli.

2.2.2. Behavioral Stroop measures. Stroop performance was measured out-of-
scanner with five runs completed directly following scanning (Brewer et al.,
2008).  Verbal responses made into a microphone recorded reaction times to trials.
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Table 2
Substance use characteristics amongst SUD patients.

Substance use characteristics Cocaine Alcohol Marijuana Heroin Primary drug

Primary drug of use/abuse: %, N 75.0, 9 16.7, 2 8.3, 1 0.0, 0 n/a
Current substance use disorders: %, N 75.0, 9 25.0, 3 16.7, 2 16.7, 2 100.0, 12
Days  used in 28 days prior to treatment: mean (SD), N 10.8 (10.9), 9 8.9 (9.1), 7 19.3 (15.0), 3 1.7 (1.2), 3 11.7 (10.8), 12
Years  of lifetime substance use: mean (SD), N 12.8 (7.7), 10 12.9 (9.8), 12 9.5 (6.5), 11 12.2 (11.7), 6 14.2 (7.2), 12

S cable. “Days of use in 28 days prior to treatment” and “Years of lifetime substance use”
m of the substance indicated, respectively. Heroin use was assessed separately from other
o ategory refers to a broader class of opioids.
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Table 3
Treatment engagement and outcome.

Treatment engagement and outcome measures Mean (SD), N

Treatment components completed
Days in treatment 41.3 (16.9), 12
TAU sessions 8.3 (5.9), 12
CBT  computerized sessions 5.8 (1.6), 6
CBT  homework assignments 4.0 (1.2), 6

Substance use measures during treatment
Longest abstinence duration (in days) 35.3 (17.8), 12
Percent of urines negative for all drugs 70.8 (39.2), 12

and significant trial-type-by-group (F = 5.20, p = 0.038) and group-
by-session-by-trial-type (F = 11.92, p = 0.004) interactions. Both
groups demonstrated a main effect of trial-type due to slower

1 Exploratory analyses assessed associations between regional changes in fMRI
BOLD signal within the SUD group and measures of substance use history, treat-
ment engagement and outcome. Methods and results are presented in Supplemental
D: standard deviation; %: percent of group; N: number of subjects; n/a: not appli
easures are only presented for patients who reported any recent or lifetime use 

pioids in all cases except for “Current substance use disorders” where the heroin c

ncongruent trial errors were manually recorded by research staff. Two  practice runs
rior to scanning familiarized participants with the task.

.2.3. Image acquisition. Images were obtained with a Siemens Trio 3T magnetic
esonance imaging (MRI) system (Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany). Localizer images
ere acquired for prescribing the functional image volumes, aligning the eighth slice
arallel to the plane transecting the anterior and posterior commissure. Functional

mages were collected using an echo-planar image gradient-echo pulse sequence
repetition time/echo time [TR/TE] 1500/27 ms,  flip angle 60◦ , field of view [FOV]
2  cm × 22 cm,  64 × 64 matrix, 3.4 mm × 3.4 mm in-plane resolution, 5 mm effective
lice thickness, 25 slices). Stimulus runs consisted of 124 volumes, including an
nitial 9-s rest period (to achieve signal stability) that was  removed from analyses.

.3. Data analyses

.3.1. Stroop behavioral data. Stroop reaction time data were analyzed using
epeated-measures ANOVA including session (pre- and post-treatment) and trial-
ype  (congruent, incongruent) as within-subject factors and group (SUD, HC) as a
etween-subject factor. Errors during incongruent trials were square-root trans-
ormed to meet parametric assumptions then included in a repeated-measure
NOVA with session as a within-subjects factor and group as a between-subject fac-

or. Additional ANOVAs were conducted within group or trial-type when necessary
o  clarify significant main effects or interactions from the full ANOVA.

.3.2. fMRI analyses. Functional images were analyzed using SPM2 (Wellcome
unctional Imaging Laboratory, London, United Kingdom). Each run, separately
ealigned using INRIAlign (Freire et al., 2002), was  examined for head motion in
xcess of one acquisition voxel. Approximately 30 images were removed from the
eginning and end of three SUD subjects’ fMRI acquisitions accounting for 0.5% of the

mages acquired for the study, or 4% of affected subjects’ total images. A mean func-
ional image volume was constructed from realigned image volumes for each session
nd  used for normalization to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standardized
pace. Normalization parameters for each participant were applied to corresponding
unctional image volumes using an automated spatial transformation resulting in
n  isometric voxel size of 4 mm × 4 mm × 4 mm.  Normalized images were smoothed
ith a 9-mm full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian filter.

Data were analyzed using the general linear model approach. Analysis was per-
ormed by modeling the times of congruent and incongruent stimulus presentation
eparately in an event-related design using the hemodynamic response function
ith time derivative provided by SPM2. A high-pass filter (cutoff period = 128 s)

emoved low-frequency signals. Resulting images representing the estimated
emodynamic response amplitude (positive and negative) for each condition were
e-estimated with a latency-variation amplitude-correction method (Calhoun et al.,
004).  Latency-corrected contrast images were used in random-effects and corre-

ational group analyses.
At the single-subject level, the ‘Stroop-effect’ (incongruent vs. congruent trials)

as  modeled for each visit (pre-treatment, post-treatment) and for change across
essions (post-treatment vs. pre-treatment) (Table 1).

Changes in Stroop-related activation were assessed with paired t-tests sepa-
ately within groups (i.e., SUDPost-Treatment vs. SUDPre-Treatment, HCSession2 vs. HCSession1;
ee  Table 5.I). The primary planned analysis assessed between-group differences
n change in Stroop-related activation across sessions using two sample t-tests
SUD(Post-Treatment vs. Pre-Treatment) vs. HC(Session2 vs. Session1); see Table 5.II). Inclusion of
he  HC group accounts for effects of repeated testing, so significant group dif-
erences across time may  be attributable to factors specific to the patient group,
ike treatment. Within-group analyses applied a conjoint voxel-level threshold

f  p < 0.005 with a cluster-level threshold of pcorrected < 0.05. A mask generated
rom pre-treatment and post-treatment p < 0.05 F-tests of Stroop-effect within
he  SUD group was  applied to between-group analyses. Between-group analyses
pplied a conjoint voxel-level threshold of p < 0.005 and cluster extent of k = 19.
lphaSim was  employed to estimate effective family-wise-error (FWE) thresh-
lds reported for all conjoint voxel-level and cluster extent thresholds ((Ward,
000); www.neuroelf.net). The effective FWE  for the within-group analyses was
Urines were tested for cocaine, opioids, marijuana, amphetamine and metham-
phetamine. TAU: treatment as usual; CBT: computerized cognitive behavioral
therapy; SD: standard deviation; N: number of subjects.

pFWE < 0.001 at the whole-brain level and effective FWE  for between-group analyses
was pFWE < 0.05 for the masked area.1

3. Results

3.1. Demographics and clinical measures

SUD and HC groups did not significantly differ in age (t = 1.67,
p > 0.1). Although SUD group had lower IQ (t = 2.65, p = 0.02) and
fewer days between fMRI sessions (t = 3.61, p = 0.002), results
did not appear driven by these variables.2 Seven SUD patients
reported current (one substance-induced mood disorder, three
anti-social personality disorder, two post-traumatic stress disor-
der) and lifetime (one major depression) diagnoses. One HC subject
was  identified as a cigarette smoker and nine patients reported
daily cigarette smoking. Substance use characteristics of patients
at treatment onset are presented in Table 2 and measures of SUD
treatment engagement and abstinence in Table 3.

3.2. Stroop behavioral data

There was  a main effect of trial-type (F = 87.13, p < 0.001) on
mean reaction time, demonstrating the Stroop-effect (i.e., slower
reaction times during incongruent relative to congruent trials) in
both groups. A main effect of group (F = 10.36, p = 0.006) reflected
slower reaction times in the SUD relative to the HC group. There was
a trend towards a group-by-session interaction (F = 4.46, p = 0.052),
Table 2. Correlation analyses assessed whether relevant group differences (e.g.,
IQ) drove results (see Supplemental Table 3). Supplementary material found by
accessing the online version of this paper at http://dx.doi.org and by entering
doi:10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2011.10.002.

2 Supplemental Table <fn0010>3 can be found by accessing the
online version of this paper at http://dx.doi.org and by entering
doi:10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2011.10.002.

http://www.neuroelf.net/
http://dx.doi.org/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2011.10.002
http://dx.doi.org/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2011.10.002
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Table 4
Stroop behavioral measures.

Session Stroop behavioral measure SUD (N = 9) HC (N = 8)

Pre-treatment Congruent mean RT 6009 (494) 4580 (1595)
Incongruent mean RT 8392 (760) 5516 (2620)
Incongruent trial errors 4.63 (3.11) 6.33 (7.63)

Post-treatment Congruent mean RT 6118 (432) 5804 (862)
Incongruent mean RT 8091 (694) 7514 (1237)
Incongruent trial errors 4.37 (3.78) 5.58 (6.02)
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ata are displayed as mean (standard deviation). Reaction times are reported in mi
f  subjects. Stroop behavioral data were not available for three SUD and four HC su

erformance on the incongruent trials (SUD: F = 75.89, p < 0.001;
C: F = 22.09, p = 0.002), and neither group showed a significant
ffect of session on congruent trial reaction time (SUD: F = 1.69,

 = 0.230; HC: F = 2.94, p = 0.130). Only the SUD group showed a
ignificant decrease in incongruent reaction time (SUD: F = 5.42,

 = 0.048; HC: F = 3.96, p = 0.087). There were no significant effects of
roup (F = 0.35, p = 0.563), session (F = 0.29, p = 0.599) or group-by-
ession interactions (F = 0.08, p = 0.792) on incongruent trial errors
see Table 4). Stroop behavioral data were not available for three
UD and four HC subjects due to microphone recording device mal-
unctioning.

.3. fMRI results

.3.1. fMRI Stroop-effect at each session. Stroop-effect-related
ncreases in BOLD signal reached significance in the anterior cingu-
ate, frontal and subcortical regions in SUD and HC groups in both
essions, consistent with previous reports of fMRI Stroop-effect
Carter and van Veen, 2007).3

.3.2. Within-group change in fMRI Stroop across sessions. The SUD
roup demonstrated decreased Stroop-effect-related BOLD signal
t post-treatment relative to pre-treatment in regions including the
idbrain extending into the thalamus, lentiform nucleus and sub-

halamic nucleus, inferior frontal gyrus extending into the caudate,
nterior cingulate gyrus, middle and superior frontal gyri, middle
nd superior temporal gyri and cuneus (see Table 5.Ii; Fig. 1.Ii).

The HC group showed decreased BOLD signal in the left putamen
xtending into the lentiform nucleus and lateral globus pallidus at
ession two relative to session one (see Table 5.Iii; Fig. 1.Iii).

.3.3. Group differences (SUD vs. HC) in changes in fMRI Stroop
cross sessions. To clarify which components of the SUD group’s
hange in fMRI BOLD from pre- to post-treatment may  have
een attributable to treatment involvement or reductions in sub-
tance use, after accounting for test–retest effects, SUD and HC
roups were compared on their changes in fMRI Stroop activa-
ion from pre- to post-treatment versus test–retest, respectively.
he patient group (relative to HC test–retest) had signifi-
antly reduced Stroop-effect-related activation in the subthalamic
ucleus (STN) extending into the ventral tegmental area (VTA),
lobus pallidus, hypothalamus and thalamus at post-treatment
elative to pre-treatment (see Table 5.Iii; Fig. 1.IIi). This clus-
er of significant interaction was saved as a mask in xjView
http://people.hnl.bcm.tmc.edu/cuixu/xjView/) and the mean sig-
al intensity was extracted from the cluster mask region for
ncongruent vs. baseline and congruent vs. baseline contrasts
rom each participant at each session and entered into SPSS 16.0.

ithin this region of significant interaction, the patient group

3 Supplemental Table <fn0015>1 can be found by accessing the
nline version of this paper at http://dx.doi.org and by entering
oi:10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2011.10.002.
nds. RT: reaction time; SUD: patient group; HC: healthy control group; N: number
 due to the microphone recording device malfunctioning during testing.

demonstrated a post-treatment reduction in the regional BOLD
signal for incongruent trials (t = 3.65, p = 0.004) relative to pre-
treatment, but no significant change in congruent trial activation
(t = 1.62, p = 0.13). The HC group’s regional BOLD signal did not
significantly change across the two  visits for either trial-type
(congruent t = −0.65, p = 0.53; incongruent t = −0.36, p = 0.72) (see
Fig. 1.IIi).

4. Discussion

This study assessed changes in functional brain activity across
a course of behavioral treatment in SUD patients within an RCT
context. Results generally supported our hypotheses. Firstly, the
SUD group from pre- to post-treatment demonstrated improved
task performance and reduced Stroop-effect-related BOLD signal
change in several regions implicated in cognitive control, impulse
control and motivational salience, including the ACC, right IFG,
dlPFC and midbrain. Secondly, group difference in change in fMRI
BOLD was seen in the subthalamic nucleus (STN), midbrain and
surrounding regions, indicating greater decreases in BOLD signal in
the SUD group from pre- to post-treatment than in the HC group
from initial performance to re-test.

Cognitive control, or goal-directed guidance of behavior and
information processing (Carter and van Veen, 2007), depends on a
mechanism of determining how much control is required in a given
situation (Botvinick et al., 2001) One proposed cognitive control
system suggests the ACC detects degree of conflict while the dlPFC
provides top-down control (Carter and van Veen, 2007; MacDonald
et al., 2000). Decreased Stroop-effect-related activation in these
regions, in the context of improved performance in the SUD group,
may  suggest more efficient ‘cognitive control’ mechanisms follow-
ing treatment.

The relative speeding of responses during incongruent trials in
the SUD group at post- versus pre-treatment without a concur-
rent increase in error rates was  consistent with improved cognitive
control in the SUD group. Simple motor or practice effects would
be expected to affect trial-types or groups, respectively. If the
incongruent response speeding indicated maladaptive impulsive
responding in the SUD group post-treatment, it would be expected
to be associated with increased incongruent trial error rates.

The effect of up to 8 weeks of outpatient substance abuse treat-
ment in patients, after accounting for potential effects of repeated
testing, was  associated with decreased Stroop-effect-related acti-
vation in the STN and surrounding regions. The STN has been
proposed to play an integral role in aspects of cognitive control,
including response inhibition (Frank et al., 2007), and suggested
as a viable target for treatments for addiction or compulsive dis-
orders (Uslaner et al., 2008). The STN receives input from the ACC
regarding the degree of conflict in a situation and in high-conflict
situations (e.g., choice involving multiple reward options) can send

a ‘no-go’ signal by increasing activation in the globus pallidus inter-
nal, which in turn exerts an inhibitory influence on thalamo-cortical
loops, thus temporarily inhibiting responses and allowing more
time to consider the decision (Frank et al., 2007). The STN may  exert

http://people.hnl.bcm.tmc.edu/cuixu/xjView/
http://dx.doi.org/
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Table 5
Change in fMRI Stroop effect.

Cluster description k T Peak coordinates

x y z

I. Within-group change in ‘Stroop effect’ related regional BOLD signal following treatment
i.  SUD post-treatment < SUD pre-treatment

R/L midbrain/lentiform nucleus/thalamus/cerebellum/brainstem/subthalamic nucleus 176 8.35 8 −12 −4
L  middle and superior temporal gyrus/BA 37 65 6.30 −52 −36 −8
R  inferior frontal gyrus/caudate/middle temporal gyrus/BA 10, 13, 46, 47 206 6.02 48 36 8
R  cuneus/BA 18, 30, 31 70 5.96 20 −80 16
R  anterior cingulate gyrus/dorsolateral PFC/BA 9, 32 54 5.87 8 36 24
R  middle frontal gyrus/BA 8, 9 60 5.23 52 12 36
R  superior frontal gyrus/BA 6, 8 62 4.74 0 8 68

ii.  HC session 2 < HC session 1
L  lentiform nucleus/putamen/lateral globus pallidus 70 5.21 −24 12 8
II.  Group difference in change in ‘Stroop effect’ related regional BOLD signal following treatment

i.  SUD(Post-Treatment vs. Pre-Treatment) < HC(Session2 vs. Session1)

R lateral globus pallidus/lentiform nucleus/midbrain/subthalamic nucleus 21 4.05 8 −12 −4

SUD: substance use disorder patient group; HC: healthy control group; BA: Brodmann’s area; pFWE: family-wise-error-corrected p-value; k: cluster size in voxels; R: right; L:
left.  Peak coordinates are the MNI  coordinates (x, y, z) of the peak voxel within each cluster.

I. Within-group changes in the ‘Stroop effect’ (incongruent vs. congruent trials) across sessions were assessed with paired t-tests and a threshold of voxel-level p < 0.005
with  conjoint cluster-level pcorrected < 0.05.
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logical changes related to decreased substance use or aspects of
task performance. Abstinence in previously substance-dependent
I. Group differences in change scores were assessed with a two  sample t-test in SPM
regions  engaged by the SUD group at pre or post-treatment to a threshold of vox

ts role in response inhibition via hypothesized direct connections
ith the right IFG (Aron et al., 2007; Aron and Poldrack, 2006). Dis-

uption of STN function impairs cognitive control (Hershey et al.,
004) and the ability to modulate responses in accordance with

 situation’s degree of response conflict (Frank et al., 2007). STN
ysfunction in rodents induces a profile of impulsive responding
ssociated with vulnerability to addiction in animal models (Belin
t al., 2008; Winstanley et al., 2005).

It was striking that the SUD group appeared to show diminished
ctivation in the STN at post-treatment relative to pre-treatment,
hich at first may  appear counter-intuitive as less STN activation

ould suggest decreased cognitive control and less response inhibi-
ion. However, behavioral data showing an improvement on these

easures suggests alternate explanations. Firstly, due to the spa-
ial resolution of fMRI, the regional activation (which shows peak
ignificance in the STN) may  be most accurately conceived of as
eflecting the interplay of the functionally interconnected struc-
ures represented within the cluster (i.e., lateral globus pallidus,
entiform nucleus, midbrain, STN), rather than solely as a reflection
f STN activation. Secondly, previous investigations suggest that
t is the ability for the STN to respond effectively to endogenous
ignaling (not its absolute level of activity) which determines its
ffectiveness in exerting cognitive control. High frequency stim-
lation of the STN can produce behavioral effects akin to STN

esions, perhaps because exogenously induced STN firing inter-
eres with responding to endogenous conflict signals (from the ACC)
nd prevents the STN from generating ‘no-go’ signals necessary for
ufficient cognitive control in appropriate situations (Frank et al.,
007). Hypothetically, if drug administration provided an exoge-
ous signal which interfered with the ability for the STN to respond
o endogenous signals from the ACC, then diminished interference
rom such an exogenous signal could result in improved cognitive
ontrol, regardless of whether this manifested as an increase or
ecrease in overall STN activation. However, it should be noted

hat group differences in STN activation were not detected at the
re-treatment session in this sample (see Supplemental Table 34),

4 Supplementary material for this paper can be found by accessing the online
ersion at http://dx.doi.org and by entering doi:10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2011.10.002.
mparing change in BOLD signal activity following treatment (or re-test) masked for
el p < 0.005 and conjoint cluster extent of k = 19.

so if the SUD group was  experiencing STN dysfunction prior to
treatment, it was not observable in this whole-brain fMRI analysis.

This study had numerous methodological strengths recom-
mended by Frewen et al. (2008),  which have not characterized
much previous work on brain imaging evaluation of changes asso-
ciated with behavioral therapies for non-nicotine-related SUDs.
These strengths include randomization of patients to treatment
conditions, inclusion of a healthy control group assessed at base-
line and follow-up, use of a functional imaging task and correlation
of clinical measures with neuroimaging data (Frewen et al., 2008).5

Several limitations should be noted. Patient and HC groups were not
matched for time between test sessions, race, cigarette smoking, IQ
or education, although time between scans and IQ do not appear
to have accounted for fMRI results.6 Relatively small sample sizes
within each treatment condition prevented direct comparison of
treatment condition on change in the neural correlates of cogni-
tive control. The fMRI Stroop paradigm employed prevents direct
comparison of between-group in-scanner performance and does
not allow for separate modelling of error trials. Although Stroop
correct incongruent and error trials produce overlapping patterns
of BOLD signal change (Kerns et al., 2004), differences in error
rates could have contributed the observed group and treatment-
associated effects on BOLD signal (Murphy and Garavan, 2004).
The SUD group consisted of polydrug users with a range of pri-
mary substances of abuse, which may  differentially influence the
neural correlates of cognitive control or responsiveness to behav-
ioral treatment. Variations in chronicity or recency of substance
use may  have contributed to individual variation in clinical pre-
sentation, cognition, brain structure or functional brain activity
prior to treatment. A limitation in interpretation of the results is
that decreases in regional brain activation in the patient group
following treatment may  have also been influenced by physio-
populations has been associated with decreased resting glucose

5 See Supplemental Table 2 by accessing the online version at http://dx.doi.org
and by entering doi:10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2011.10.002.

6 See Supplemental Table 3 by accessing the online version at http://dx.doi.org
and by entering doi:10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2011.10.002.
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Fig. 1. Change in fMRI ‘Stroop-effect’. Change in fMRI BOLD signal across sessions
on  Stroop-effect (incongruent vs. congruent trials) contrast is displayed. Slice loca-
tions are indicated by MNI  z levels. R: right side of brain images. Tx: treatment.
Color bar indicates size of effect in t-values where blue tones indicate relative
decreases in BOLD signal. I. Within-group changes across sessions were assessed
with paired t-tests and a threshold of voxel-level p < 0.005 with conjoint cluster-
level pcorrected < 0.05. II. Group differences in change scores were assessed with a two
sample t-test comparing change in BOLD signal activity following treatment (or re-
test) masked for regions engaged by the SUD group at pre or post-treatment to a
threshold of voxel-level p < 0.005 and conjoint cluster extent of k = 19. This cluster of
significant interaction was  saved as a mask in xjview and the mean signal intensity
was extracted from the cluster mask region for incongruent vs. baseline and con-
gruent vs. baseline contrasts from each participant at each session. The bar graph
illustrates group means (±1 standard error of the mean) of the mean signal intensity
from  the cluster from each contrast at each time point.
pendence 122 (2012) 228– 235 233

metabolism in regions such as the ACC evident even four months
following detoxification (Volkow et al., 1992). The ACC has also
been implicated in craving such that greater ACC activity while
viewing drug-related stimuli is associated with self-reported drug
craving (Volkow et al., 2004). The degree of Stroop-related hypoac-
tivity in the ACC and lateral PFC has been associated with severity
of drug use prior to a period of abstinence, perhaps indicating that
persistent functional brain abnormalities may  arise from the drug
use itself (Bolla et al., 2004). Therefore, such hypoactivations may
not indicate task disengagement (Goldstein et al., 2009). Improve-
ment on Stroop behavioral measures in this patient group from
pre- to post-treatment argues against an explanation of decreased
activation due to less task engagement.

Decreases in fMRI brain activity from pre- to post-outpatient
treatment for SUDs were observed in regions with well-established
roles in cognitive control, response impulsivity, motivation and
attention, processes widely proposed to contribute to addiction.
These preliminary findings may  shed light on the mechanisms
by which some behavioral therapies for substance use disorders
achieve their effects.
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